### M•CARD Tip: How to load a 1-Day Pass on the bus

1. **Tell driver you would like to purchase a 1-Day Pass.**
2. Driver selects 1-Day Pass and tells you to use cash or Stored Cash Value.
3. If paying with cash, touch your M•CARD to the farebox before you enter the bus.
4. The 1-Day Pass is loaded onto your M•CARD for unlimited riding that day.

#### 1-Day Pass Options:
- **Regular fare** = $3 cash/$3 Stored Cash Value
- **Regular Premium fare** = $6 cash/$6 Stored Cash Value
- **Reduced fare** = $3 cash/$3 Stored Cash Value
- **Reduced Premium fare** = $3 cash/$33 Stored Cash Value

#### HOW TO USE THIS ROUTE GUIDE

*Guaranteed schedule due to the direction of travel and day of the week you wish to travel. Find the intersection closest to where you wish to catch the bus. Note: stops can’t be lifted, but buses generally stop every block.*

1. Look down the columns of this intersection and timetrip for your departure time for that stop. Regular print means PM times.

2. Read horizontally along the line that lists your departure time to determine when you will arrive at your destination. Make sure there is a time listed under your destination time. In timetrip, if there is not a time listed, you will need to find a different trip to reach your destination.

3. To plan your return trip, look at the reverse direction of travel on your schedule and follow the same stops.

*Note: on most routes, the stop for your return trip will be located across the street from the stop where you boarded the bus.*

#### MORE TIPS:

- **On the Route Map** shows all connecting routes and timetrips.
- **Plan your trip**, track your bus and pay your fare all with the RideMCTS app. Available on Android and Apple phones.
- **Be sure to get to your stop 5-10 minutes early.**
- **When you use a bus stop**, always look at the electronic destination sign above the front windshield to verify the route number and final destination match those given in your route guide.

#### Making a Title VI Complaint

Any person who believes he/she has been subjected to discrimination in the delivery of or access to public transportation services on the basis of race, color or national origin, may file a complaint with Milwaukee County Transit System (MCTS). Such complaint must be filed in writing with MCTS no later than 180 days after filing the alleged discrimination. For information on how to file a complaint, contact MCTS as listed below:

**MCTS Human Resources Department**

1464 North 77th Street

Milwaukee, WI 53208

414-344-4550

---

**NOTES:**

- **Boutique times are** PM.
  - A - Lunch at Capitol & Tudor 2 minutes before time shown.
  - B - Lunch at Lincoln School - Measure 5 minutes before time shown.
  - C - Lunch at Butler & Capitol - Lunch only when school in session.
  - D - Arrives at 35th & Capitol 2 minutes after time shown.
  - E - Arrives at 35th & Capitol 3 minutes before time shown.
  - F - Arrives at 35th & Capitol 4 minutes after time shown.